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                                                       HOLIDAY  HOMEWORK                     

CLASS : UKG A & B  

As the sun is getting hotter and brighter, 

so are the days for summer holidays come nearer. 

 Holidays means enjoyment, new places and  lots of fun , 

Don’t  forget to remember many new things you learn, 

Here is something new as a Holiday Homework for you to do, 

 with little studies will make all your home-works through .  

THINGS TO BE SURELY DONE DURING HOLIDAYS BY KIDS : 

 Drink lots of water everyday.(8-10 glasses) 

 Listen to bed time stories everyday. 

 Spend quality time with your grand parents  by going them with walk everyday. 

 Water plants daily. 

 Save paper by not tearing it. 

 Make your place and room clean everyday. 

 Do colouring practice daily. 

 19 June is a father’s day, Make a father’s day card ,Spend day with them and show your 
love. 

 Visit old age home , orphanage home or any other NGO and understand the 
importance of sharing , helping and kindness  

 Converse in small sentences in  English for  e.g : I have finished my work, lunch or 
dinner…,Please give me water…. Please switched off the lights or fans and so on…. 

 

 

ACTIVITY : SHOW AND TELL AT HOME   



 

  Dear parents do this activity with your child using common household objects;   e.g:   spoon , 
jug , t.v , toys ,cycle , hat , cap , flower, dress etc…..  and make simple sentences to describe the 
object  

1 .This is a cap.  

2. It is a colourful cap . 

3. It is a big\small cap. 

4. I use it in summers. 

SUBJECT WISE HOMEWORK 

ENGLISH  Practice small cursive - 4 times 
 Write and read 5 words of each sound ad, ag, am ,an , ap , 

and at. 
 Learn and write  any 10 colours  - 2 times 
 Learn any short value based story in English. 
 Learn 5 lines on  MYSELF. 

 
PROJECT  On a big white chart take 5 hand prints and 5 footprints of 10 

different colors. 
MATH  Learn and write forward counting 1 to 100  -  4 times 

 Learn and write backward counting  50 to 1 – 4 times 
 Practice what comes after / before / in between upoto 

50 
 Learn and write number names 1 to 20   -   4 times 

PROJECT  Make a counting chart from numbers 1 to 50 with red and 
green colours as shown and make floor disc of cardboard. 

EVS  Learn and write any 10 parts of body    - 4 times 
 Write and draw 5 sense organs with their functions             

- 4 times 
 Learn and write any 5 rooms in the  school 
 5 Rooms in the house 
 5 Things you see in the classroom 
 5 Things you carry in school bag     (  each 4 times ) 

 



PROJECT Draw 4 emotions : sad , happy , angry and confused on a chart 
Make a family tree and paste pictures and write names also on 
a chart 

HINDI  Learn and write( aa se aha) tak    - 4 times 
 Learn and write( ka se gya )tak    - 4 times 
  Chitra banao( ka se gya )tak of each letter  and write 

first letter 
 Learn and write do akshar jod any 20 words 

MUSIC Learn all the songs and rhymes done in the class with 
actions( videos shared already) 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                  

 

 


